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INTERPRETATION OF K X-RAY SPECTRA FROMHIGHLY IONIZED SULPHUR PROJECTILES PASSINGTHROUGH THIN CARBON FOILS�U. Majewskaa, J. Braziewiza, D. Bana±a, M. Jaskóªab,T. Czy»ewskib, W. Kretshmer, K. Sªabkowskad,F. Pawªowskid, and M. PolasikdaInstitute of Physis, Pedagogial University25-509 Kiele, PolandbThe Andrzej Soªtan Institute for Nulear Studies05-400 Otwok-�wierk, PolandPhysikalishes Institut, Universität Erlangen-NürnbergD-91058, GermanydFaulty of Chemistry, Niholas Copernius University87-100 Toru«, Poland(Reeived November 8, 1999)The K� and K� energy shifts and K�=K� intensity ratios of highlyionized sulphur projetiles passing through arbon foils have been mea-sured. Comparing these data with the results of single-on�guration Dira-Fok alulations it has been found that the average number of holes in theL shell of sulphur projetile strongly inreases with its energy.PACS numbers: 32.30.Rj, 32.70.Fw, 32.70.Jz, 34.50.Fa1. IntrodutionDuring ion-atom ollisions in solids the heavy ion-projetile su�ers su-essive ollisions with target atoms, whereas a target atom interats onlyone with a projetile. In the �rst ollision with a small impat parameteroneK hole and multiple L holes an be produed in the projetile. After thatthe projetile an ollide with other target atoms with larger impat param-eter before its original K-hole is �lled by outer eletrons. The ompetitionbetween ionization, exitation, apture, losses and deay proesses quiklyleads to an equilibrium distribution of exited states in the moving proje-tile. Experimentally observed K X-ray spetra emitted from the projetiles� Presented at the XXVI Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis, Krzy»e, PolandSeptember 1�11, 1999. (511)



512 U. Majewska et al.passing through solid targets re�et all these proesses, whih depend on thekind of the projetile, its energy, and on the kind of target atoms. Most ofsystemati experimental works have been reported on measurements of K or(and) L X-ray spetra from various projetiles in di�erent solid targets [1�5℄.In this paper we present the interpretation of K X-ray spetra parameters ofhighly ionized sulphur projetiles passing through thin arbon foils, basingon the results of detailed single-on�guration Dira-Fok (DF) alulationsof the similar kind as published earlier [6℄. For the methodologial detailssee our omplementary paper [7℄.2. Experiment and data analysis proedureSulphur ion beams (of 9.6�38.4 MeV energy) obtained from the tandemaelerator at the Institute of Physis of the Erlangen-Nürnberg Universitywere used to bombard arbon foils of two thiknesses (16.5 and 30 �g m�2).The experimental set-up used in present experiment was the same as thatdesribed earlier [8℄. The measured X-ray spetra were analysed by meansof a least-squares-�tting program employing Gaussian form of X-ray peak.In this way integrated intensities, transition energies and width (FWHM)of the peaks for all the transitions were obtained. Measured energies of K�and K� lines were ompared to diagram energy for a single ionized atom [9℄and �nally the energy shifts of K� and K� lines were determined.3. Results and disussionThe measured values of K� and K� energy shifts and K�=K� intensityratios, of highly ionized sulphur projetiles passing through arbon foils oftwo thiknesses are presented in Table I. As an be seen from this tablethe K� and K� energy shifts are signi�ant and generally inrease withinreasing beam energy (however, in the ase of arbon foil of 16.5 �g m�2thikness the K� energy shift inrease is not monotonial). This indiatesthat the ionization of L and M shells of sulphur projetiles (at the timeof emission of the K X-ray spetra) inreases with the inrease of theirinident energy, what is on�rmed by the inrease of average equilibriumharge state of projetiles with the inrease of their inident energy (see theseond olumn of Table I).As has been shown in the omplementary paper [7℄ to interpret ourexperimental K X-ray spetra parameters of sulphur it is neessary to per-form theoretial alulations whih take into aount the simultaneous mul-tiple ionization of L and M shells. The results of our very detailed single-on�guration DF alulations for eletroni on�gurations orresponding tovarious distributions of holes in 2s, 2p, 3s, and 3p subshells of sulphur are



Interpretation of K X-Ray Spetra from Highly Ionized ... 513TABLE IThe parameters of K X-ray spetra from highly ionized sulphur projetiles passingthrough thin arbon foils (at di�erent inident energies). For a given projetileenergy the upper values orrespond to 16.5 �g m�2 thikness of arbon foil, whilethe lower values to 30 �g m�2 thikness. The theoretial value of K�=K� ratiofor singly ionized sulphur atom is 0.0658 (see our omplementary paper [7℄).Projetile Average K� K� K�=K�energy equilibrium energy shift energy shift intensity(MeV) harge (eV) (eV) ratiostate [10℄9.6 7.8 � 0.1 175.5 � 22.3 45.4 � 9.1 0.0349 � 0.0149175.3 � 14.7 45.0 � 8.9 0.0595 � 0.006816.0 9.1 � 0.1 240.4 � 11.0 64.1 � 8.4 0.0266 � 0.0015228.8 � 13.1 60.9 � 8.5 0.0295 � 0.000822.4 9.9 � 0.1 251.9 � 10.4 75.8 � 8.5 0.0374 � 0.0010232.7 � 10.2 71.4 � 8.4 0.0366 � 0.000832.0 10.8 � 0.1 226.6 � 11.5 82.4 � 8.4 0.0758 � 0.0024251.7 � 10.9 87.8 � 8.3 0.0574 � 0.001238.4 11.3 � 0.1 292.2 � 13.5 100.3 � 8.7 0.0716 � 0.0025298.0 � 11.0 101.9 � 8.5 0.0771 � 0.0016presented in Table II. From the omparison of these results with the exper-imental parameters of the measured K X-ray sulphur spetra (Table I) itis possible to estimate the average number of holes in M shell (aompa-ning the L-shell holes). It seems that only those on�gurations of sulphurin whih the average number of M -shell holes is between 4�5 an play animportant role in the measured K X-ray spetra. This average number ofM -shell holes slightly inreases with the sulphur projetile energy.It is very important to note that the K� energy shift strongly dependson the ionization of 2p and 2s subshells while the in�uene of removal of oneeletron from 3p subshell on the K� shift is 28 times smaller than from 2psubshell and the in�uene of removal of one eletron from 3s subshell is 40times smaller than from 2s subshell. However, in the ase of the K� energyshift and K�=K� intensity ratio there is not so large di�erene betweenthe e�ets of L- and M -shell ionization (see [7℄). Therefore, to reliablydetermine the average number of holes in L shell of sulphur projetile forits given inident energy (at the presene of approximately 4�5 holes in Mshell) we deided to base not on all three paremetrs of the measured K X-raysulphur spetra but only on the K� energy shift.To determine the average number of holes in L shell of sulphur (forgiven inident energy) one must subtrat the in�uene of multiple M -shell



514 U. Majewska et al. TABLE IIShifts of averageK� and K� transition energies (in eV) and the values of K�=K�X-ray intensity ratios for di�erent sulphur ions with various eletroni on�gu-rations. The eletroni ground state on�guration of neutral sulphur atom is1s22s22p63s23p4.Charge Initial hole K� K� K�=K�state on�guration energy energy intensity ratioshift shift1s�12s�23s�23p�3 103.8 34.0 0.03741s�12s�12p�13s�23p�3 110.1 35.8 0.04341s�12p�23s�23p�3 117.3 38.0 0.05148+ 1s�12p�33s�13p�3 154.0 54.6 0.06791s�12s�23s�23p�44p1 170.9 36.2 0.01361s�12s�12p�13s�23p�44p1 177.5 38.0 0.01591s�12p�23s�23p�44p1 185.4 40.2 0.01911s�12s�22p�13s�23p�3 148.9 52.1 0.04691s�12s�12p�23s�23p�3 156.3 54.4 0.05661s�12p�33s�23p�3 164.5 57.1 0.07199+ 1s�12p�43s�13p�3 202.9 75.0 0.10461s�12s�22p�13s�23p�44p1 228.1 54.6 0.01751s�12s�12p�23s�23p�44p1 236.1 56.9 0.02131s�12p�33s�23p�44p1 244.9 59.7 0.02741s�12s�22p�23s�23p�3 196.5 71.8 0.06031s�12s�12p�33s�23p�3 205.0 74.6 0.077710+ 1s�12p�43s�23p�3 214.2 77.9 0.10941s�12s�22p�23s�23p�44p1 288.6 74.6 0.02311s�12s�12p�33s�23p�44p1 297.7 77.5 0.03001s�12p�43s�23p�44p1 307.4 80.8 0.04301s�12s�22p�33s�23p�3 246.6 93.1 0.082511+ 1s�12s�12p�43s�23p�3 256.1 96.5 0.11811s�12s�22p�33s�23p�44p1 352.1 96.2 0.03231s�12s�12p�43s�23p�44p1 362.2 99.7 0.0468ionization (whih aompanies the L-shell ionization) on the K� energyshift. Evaluating this in�uene we have subtrated from theoretial K�energy shifts (Table II) for on�guration with n holes in L shell and 5 (or 4)holes inM shell (whih an play an important role in the measured K X-rayspetra) the theoretial K� energy shifts for on�guration with n holes inL shell and no holes in M shell (Table 1 in [7℄). From this omparison itan be found that although the average number of holes in M shell is about4�5, and does not hange muh with the projetile energy, the in�uene of



Interpretation of K X-Ray Spetra from Highly Ionized ... 515the M -shell ionization (whih aompanies the L-shell ionization) on theK� energy shift is muh stronger than in the ase of absene of L-shellholes and signi�antly inreases with the projetile energy inreasing (seethe third olumn of Table III). This inrease is mainly aused by the e�etof nonadditivity of removal of eletrons from L andM shells, whih stronglyinreases with the inrease of projetile energy. This is a result of the inreaseof the average number of L-shell holes with the projetile energy inreasing.After subtrating the e�et of M -shell ionization on the K� energy shift wehave obtained (the fourth olumn of Table III) the K� energy shift valuewhih orresponds purely to the average number of holes in L shell.TABLE IIIThe dependene of average L- and M -shell ionization on the sulphur beam energy.In the third olumn the in�uene of multiple M -shell ionization on the K� energyshifts is presented. For a given beam energy the upper values orrespond to 16.5�g m�2 thikness of arbon foil, while the lower values to 30 �g m�2 thikness.Sulphur Measured In�uene Pure Average Averagebeam K� energy of M -shell e�et of number numberenergy shift ionization L-shell of L-shell of M -shell(MeV) (eV) (eV) ionization holes holes(eV)9.6 45.4 � 9.1 9.0 � 1.0 36.4 � 9.2 2.4 � 0.6 4.4 � 0.645.0 � 8.9 36.0 � 9.0 2.4 � 0.5 4.4 � 0.616.0 64.1 � 8.4 10.0 � 1.0 54.1 � 8.5 3.4 � 0.5 4.6 � 0.560.9 � 8.5 50.9 � 8.6 3.3 � 0.5 4.8 � 0.522.4 75.8 � 8.5 11.0 � 1.0 64.8 � 8.6 4.0 � 0.4 4.9 � 0.471.4 � 8.4 60.4 � 8.5 3.8 � 0.4 5.1 � 0.432.0 82.4 � 8.4 13.0 � 1.0 69.4 � 8.5 4.2 � 0.4 5.6 � 0.487.8 � 8.3 74.8 � 8.4 4.5 � 0.4 5.3 � 0.438.4 100.3 � 8.7 15.0 � 1.0 85.3 � 8.8 5.0 � 0.4 5.3 � 0.4101.9 � 8.5 86.9 � 8.6 5.1 � 0.4 5.2 � 0.4The average number of holes in L shell of sulphur (at di�erent inidentenergies) have been determined by omparing the K� energy shifts (thefourth olumn of Table III) obtained in the way desribed above with thetheoretial K� energy shift values alulated for di�erent number of holesin 2p subshell of sulphur (Table I in [7℄). We onsidered only 2p and not 2ssubshell ionization beause the e�ets of ionization of 2s and 2p subshellson the K� energy are very similar, so not di�erentiating between them doesnot provide a signi�ant error. This possible error is pratially negligiblebeause the ionization of 2s subshell plays a little role at the time of emissionof the K X-ray lines (beause the number of eletrons in 2s subshell is three



516 U. Majewska et al.times smaller than in 2p subshell). The determined numbers of holes in Lshell of sulphur orresponding to the measured K� energy shifts (at di�erentinident energies of sulphur projetile for two arbon foil thiknesses) arepresented in the �fth olumn of Table III. As an been seen from this tablethe average number of holes in L shell of sulphur projetile strongly inreaseswith its inident energy inreasing (from about 2.4 to about 5.1).Additionally, we have evaluated the average number of M -shell holes bysubtrating (for a given energy of sulphur projetile) the average numberof L holes and one K hole from the values of average equilibrium hargestate (see the seond olumn of Table I). The determined average number ofholes inM shell hanges from about 4.4 to about 5.6 (the seventh olumn ofTable III). This on�rms that our initial assumption of about 4�5 M -shellholes not hanging muh with the sulphur projetile energy was resonableand ould not provide any signi�ant errors in determining average numberof L-shell holes. Comparing our experimental data (Table I) with the resultsof our alulations (Table II) for eletroni on�gurations orresponding tosingly oupied 3p subshell and various distributions of holes in 2s, 2p, and3s subshells of sulphur ions and similar on�gurations with singly oupied4p subshell (instead of 3p subshell) we have found that the initial stateshaving one eletron in 4p subshell an play an important role at the timeof emission of the K X-ray spetra from sulphur projetiles. This is veryinteresting sine 4p subshell is empty in the ground states of neutral sulphuratom.This work was supported by the Federal Ministry for Researh and Teh-nology, Germany, under Contrat No. POL�017�98 and by the Polish StateCommittee for Sienti� Researh under Grants No. 2 P03B 019 16 and No.2 P03B 06514. REFERENCES[1℄ P.H. Mokler, Phys. Rev. Lett. 26, 811 (1971).[2℄ R.L. Watson et al., Phys. Rev. A22, 582 (1980).[3℄ Y. Zou et al., Phys. Rev. A51, 3790 (1995) and referenes therein.[4℄ T. Mizogawa et al., Phys. Rev. , A42, 1275 (1990).[5℄ B.B. Dhal et al., J. Phys. B: At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 31, 1225 (1998).[6℄ M. Polasik et al., J. Phys. B: At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 32, 3711 (1999).[7℄ K. Sªabkowska et al., Ata Phys. Pol. B, 000 (2000), this issue.[8℄ J. Semaniak et al., Phys. Rev. A52, 1125 (1995).[9℄ J.A. Bearden, Rev. Mod. Phys. 39, 78 (1967) .[10℄ K. Shima et al., At. Data Tables 34, 357 (1986).


